Boxes & Chests

1
Witching Hour tarot box 5 1/2” x 2 3/8”
Handcrafted Box with Floral 4”x6”
A wonderful little box that
Perfect for holding your
fits most tarot oracle decks.
tarot deck, herbs, and ritual
Made vinyl laminated onto
tools, this handcrafted box
3/16” MDF. Felt lined inhas been engraved in intriterior and bottom. Outside
cate floral designs. 4” x 6” x
- 5 1/2” x 3 7/8” x 2 3/8”
2 3/4”.
Inside - 5 1/8” x 3 1/2” x 2”

Tarot

$16.95

FB124

$8.95

FB46

4” x 6” Dream Catcher Box
Brass Inlaid Eye of Horus Box 4”x6”
4” x 6” Goddess Box
A Native American theme
Handcrafted, this wooden
A carved spiral Goddess
of dream catcher across
box presents a regal surface
centered upon the lid of
the lid of this beautifully
decorated only with a brass
this beautifully stained box.
stained box in brass inlayed
inlay of the right Eye of
Measures 4” x 6”.
hinges. Measures 4” x 6”.
Horus set within its lid to
contrast vividly with its
dark-stained wood. 4” x 6”

$13.95

FB46DMC

$17.95

FB46E

$13.95

FB46GOE

4” x 6” Stars & Moon Box
Triquetra box 4” x 6”
4” x 6” Triple Moon Pentagram Box
A celestial theme of Sun,
A handcrafted, hinged box
A carved triple moon
Moon and Stars plays across
offers an image of mystery
centered upon the lid of
the lid of this beautifully
and magic with its surface
this beautifully stained box.
stained box in brass inlays.
that appears seamless when
Measures 4” x 6”.
Measures 4” x 6”.
its lid is close and features
the inlay of a silver-tone
Inside measure 2”deep,

$13.95

FB46SM

$21.95

FB46T

5” x 8” Handcrafted box
5” x 8” Thor’s Hammer box
Handcrafted of wood, this
A simple and understated
box is perfectly sized for
wooden box with a large
holding your tarot deck,
compartment decorated
herbs, or ritual tools, and
with Celtic knots and a
features surfaces carved
Thor’s hammer. Inside 7”
with intricate floral designs.
x 4” x 3” Outside 8” x 5” x
8” x 5” x 2 1/4”
3 5/8”

$14.95

FB58

$28.95

FB58TH

$13.95

FB46TG

Octagonal Pentagram box 6” x 4”
A beautifully carved and
stained wooden box with
a large central pentagram
carved in the top surrounded by carved flowers. 6” x
4” x 2 1/4”

$12.95

FB624

Triple Moon Pentagram box 4” x 6”
Tree of Life box 4” x 6”
4” x 6” Pentagram book box
This box offers you the
The Tree of Life herb box
A nifty little brown colored,
unique construction of a
offers you a place to store
solid book box. Having an
wooden box (lined with felt)
your herbs and ritual tools
embossed detailed Pentawith a peaked lid, plated in
while accenting your sacred
gram, on it’s front hinged
antiqued copper to offer an
space with the image of the
cover, with embossed scrollold-world style perfect for
Tree of Life. 4” x 6”
ing on it’s binding edge.
any altar. 4” x 6”.
Safe keep your tarot cards

$19.95

FB700

$16.95

FB738

$26.95

FBB701

4” x 6” Dragon book box
4” x 6” Tree of Life book box
4” x 6” Chakra book box
A nifty little brown colored,
A nifty little brown colored,
Store your trinkets in this
solid book box. Having
solid book box. Having an
faux journal that is actually
embossed detailed Double
embossed detailed Tree of
a box! This charming box is
Dragon entwined, on it’s
Life, on it’s front hinged
made of cold cast resin with
front hinged cover, with
cover, with embossed scrollhinges that open the box,
embossed scrolling on it’s
ing on it’s binding edge.
imitation gold paper along
binding edge. Safe keep
Safe keep your tarot cards
the sides, and a 7 chakra

$26.95

FBB702

$26.95

FBB704

Tree of Life box 6” x 9”
Triquetra Wooden Carved Box 4”x6”
The Tree of Life herb box
Representing the Maiden,
offers you a place to store
Mother and Crone, as well
your herbs and ritual tools
as body, mind and spirit,
while accenting your sacred
this wooden box has been
space with the image of the
carved with a Triquetra.
Tree of Life. 6” x 9” x 2 5/8”
4” x 6”<BR>(2 7/8 x 4 7/8
interior)

$28.95

FBB90

$16.95

FBBXT

$26.95

FBB743

Celtic Circle Pentagram Box 4”x6”
Carved with a pentagram,
encircled within a pattern
of Celtic knots, this wooden
box is perfect for holding
small tarot decks, jewelry,
and smaller altar tools. 4” x
6” . mango wood.

$12.95

FBK46
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Triangle wood box 4” x 6”
Triangle wood box . Triple
interlocking triangle symbols are most associated
with the Old Norse and
Germanic . Fallen warrior
knot - “Valknut”. Size 4”
x 6”

$13.95

FBM46C

Book Holders

Natural wood box 4” x 6”
Triskele box 4” x 6”
A simple wooden box with
A beautifully carved wooda hinged lid. Inside - 4 5/8”
en box with a large triskele
x 2 7/8” x 1 1/4” Outside carved into the hinged lid.
6” x 4” x 2 3/8”
4” x 6” Made in India from
Sheesham Wood a native
tree to India.

$9.95

FBM46P

$11.95

FBMW60

Tree of Life Wooden 15”
Moon Goddess holder 15”
The Large Tree of Life Book
This beautiful book holder
Holder is intended to help
has been sculpted of a
keep you from needing to
single piece of wood. Decocrane your neck to read
rated with an image of the
while you work.
goddess.

$34.95

FHBH18

$35.95

FHW01

Wooden holder 10”
Pentagram letter holder 11”
4 1/2” Antique lock
Great for supporting your
A letter holder bearing a
Great cast iron lock and
books’ bindings and elevatpentagram with drawer will
key set. Reminiscent
ing them from your desk,
hold a few pens, pencils or a
of&nbsp;medieval time
altar, or countertop, this
letter opener. Drawer is 8” x
with its antiqued design.
book holder is the perfect
1 1/4” x 7/8”. Wood. 8 1/4”
This is a working lock with
aid for your work in the
x 11” x 3 3/4”
a set of antiqued keys.
kitchen, office and altar. 4”
Swivel the the little door on

$11.95

FHW10

4 1/2” Buddha lock
Amazing lock and key with
symbolic images in the
detailed piece as well as on
key set. Working lock and
key but more for display.
4.5” long and 2.5” wide and
comes with 2 keys on a ring.

$30.95

FLH10

Cupboards

FBMW54

$18.95

FLK2

Pentagram and Celtic cupboard 11”
This altar cupboard displays a Celtic cross with
an interwoven pentagram
at each corner of the cross.
Two shelves. Metal is
distressed oxidized, some
exposed edges.11” x 8” x 4

$49.95

FLK4

Pentagram 3 Step box 9”
A wooden box with
pentagrams and 3 drawers. Drawer insides - top
- 3 1/4” x 1 7/8” x 1 1/2”
- mid - 3 1/4” x 1 7/8” x
4 1/4” - low - 3 1/4” x 1
7/8” x 7 5/8” unit - 9” x 9”

$52.95

$37.95

FBMW17

Celtic Wooden Cupboard 11”
7 Chakra Wooden Cupboard 11”
This elegant wooden cupDepicting a man sitting
board, whose patterns of
in the lotus position, and
Celtic knots and triquetra
marked with the seven
disguises a solid, sturdy
Chakras, this wooden
cupboard that can contain
cupboard is a wonderful
many of your ritual compoaddition to the altar. 11” x
nents. 11” x 8” x 5”
9” x 6”

$50.95

FBMWA2

$48.95

FBMWY2

Tree of Life Herb cupboard 8”
Pentagram Herb cupboard 8 3/4”
Triple Moon Herb cupboard 8”x6”
Featuring multiple drawers
This herbal storage box is an
Engraved with the triple
and storage areas, this herb
absolute delight, with mulmoon symbol of the Godchest has been beautifully
tiple storage compartments
dess; this herb box is a deengraved with the Tree of
and the intricately engraved
lightful place to store your
Life - a symbol representing
images of a pentagram. Has
herbal mixtures and spell
the bridging of heaven and
drawer and cupboard with
charms. 8” x 6”
earth. 8” x 6” x 5”
door, no shelf, hinged top. 8

$40.95

FBWB405

Triquetra Herb cupboard 8” x 5”
Depicting the Celtic Triquetra, this enchanting Herb
box is perfect for holding
your ritual herbs, smaller
ritual tools, or even your
jewelry. 8” x 5”

$40.95

FBWB436

$40.95

Chests

FBWB434

$40.95

FBWB435

Salem Pentagram chest 7”
This wonderful wooden
chest provide a distinctive shape that is perfect
for spell craft and ritual
work, possessing a pyramid
shaped lid five metal pentagrams. 7” x 5” x 5”.

$29.95

FB424
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Pentagram Bone Chest 3”x2”
Featuring a pentagram,
this mini bone chest is the
perfect piece for storing
small amounts of incense
or otherwise using in ritual
crafts. 3” x 2”

$8.95

FB47P

4.75” x 8” Raven/ Pentagram chest
7 1/2”x7 1/2” 7 Chakra box
Beautiful large wooded
This is a large wooden
carved chest to hold anysquare box with the 7
thing special to you! DepicChakra symbols carved on
tion of a crow, pentacles,
top of the hinged cover.
and branches are uniquely
Rod iron looking hardware
carved into this piece. 4.25”
makes this piece really
Tall.
stand out. Made in India

$29.95

FB57

$39.95

FBMT10

Pentagram Round-Top box 7 1/2”
Hecate Triple Pentagram Chest 8”
Celtic Cross Treasure chest 10”
This box has a rounded lid
Featuring the triple moon
This fantastic chest is
bound within brass bands.
and pentagram design assomarvelously constructed of
Featuring three pentagrams,
ciated with the Triple Godwood, accented by riveted
it possesses a very arcane
dess 8” x 5” x 4”. Made in
metal in the form of an anfeel only enhanced by the
India from Sheesham Wood
cient treasure chest, carved
antiqued design. Made in
a native tree to India.
with a Celtic Cross. 10” x
India from Sheesham Wood
6” x 6” Made in India from

$22.95

FBMW04

$24.95

FBMW05

$47.95

FBMW11

Tree of LifeTreasure chest 7”
Pentagram chest 7 1/2”
Dome Chest 3” X 3”
A wonderful, round topped,
A hand carved wooden
A simple little chest featurwooden box featuring a
chest with a pentacle in
ing a hinged decorative
stylized Tree of Life carvthe lid and metal decoradomed lid, latch and metal
ing covering the front and
tions and pull rings. drawer
strapping. Rustic aged. 3”
wrapping up over the top
interiors - 3 7/8” x 2 1/4” x
x 3” x 2 1/4” Made in India
of the hinged lid. 7” x 5” x
1 3/16” exterior - 7 1/2” x 5
from Sheesham Wood a na4 1/2” Made in India from
3/4” x 4 1/2” Made in India
tive tree to India.

$23.95

FBMW52

Decorative

$27.95

$25.95
Celtic Dragon box 6 1/2” x 4”
A highly detailed cold cast
resin box heavily covered
with Celtic carvings and a
curled dragon atop the lid.
6 1/2” x 4” x 4”

$36.95

FB264

FBWB438

$5.95

FBWBX18

Coffin box 8 1/4”
Witching Hour tarot box 5 1/2” x 2 3/8”
A stunning representation
A wonderful little box that
of a six sided pine box coffin
fits most tarot oracle decks.
rich with complexly layered
Made vinyl laminated onto
details inside and out. Cold
3/16” MDF. Felt lined inCast Resin. 8 1/4” x 3 1/2”
terior and bottom. Outside
x 2 1/2”
- 5 1/2” x 3 7/8” x 2 3/8”
Inside - 5 1/8” x 3 1/2” x 2”

FB066

$16.95

FB124

3” Hamsa W Chakra Stones box
3 1/2” Blue Unicorn box
Round Hamsa Hand box
A fancy little trinket /
with lid. Great details
treasure box, with dominant
carved into this solid resin
light blue coloring with
piece and with the 7 chakra
decorative vine flowers that
colors down the center of
wrap around its edge, with
the hand. Base measures 3
the appearance of white
1/4” and 2” tall.
pearl beads, with a beautiful

$13.95

FB2927

$15.95

FB751

5” x 5” Tree of Life box
5” x 5” Pentagram Cat box
Magical Cat Box 5”
Brightly colorful tile of the
Brightly colorful tile of the
This magical little jar
tree of life by leading fanblack cat nestled int a leafy
displays a black cat, sitting
tasy artists on a satin black
woven pentagram moon
atop its lid seemingly lookbox. It is an excellent item
by leading fantasy artists
ing up from reading a magifor storing magic or jewelry
on a satin black box. It is an
cal tome; a wonderful place
and as smart looking piece
excellent item for storing
for storing your jewelry and
in your decor. Velveteen
magic or jewelry and as
magical tools. 5”

$19.95

FB810

$19.95

FB813

$25.95

FB945

Rosewood Filigree box 2 3/4” x 1 3/4”
Brass Inlaid Box (various) 2 1/2” x 2”
Celestial box 3”x2”
A simple filigree box made
These lovely wooden boxes
Each box is embellished
from Rosewood with brass
all feature the decorative
with brass inlays in variplate sides and decorative
accent of a brass inlay of
ous celestial patterns and
brass inlays dotting the top.
either a pentagram, triple
individually stained. Your
Used for holding scented
moon, or triquetra symbol,
exact box will be randomly
resin to gently fill an area
varying with availability. 2
selected from available
with scent . Inside - 2 1/4”
1/2” x 2”. You recieve one
stock. Sold individually.

$3.50

FBB21

$4.95

FBB25

$4.95

FBWBX54
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